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Z-Wave is the leading international standard for wireless communication in Smart Homes. Different products from different vendors work together and interoperate in one single network to provide intelligent lighting, safety, security and energy efficiency. This book describes all you need to know about Z-Wave: The radio layer standardized by the international ITU organization, the networking between the device to realize a stable communication and finally the device specific application functions that ensure the interoperability between the different devices. Practical
guidance for the installation and trouble shooting of wireless networks is provided as well.
Let’s Design On-Demand Business Model ?DESCRIPTION Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural approach that can be shared and reused. The book proposes a service-based architecture approach to design an adaptive business model for small enterprises. It presents an ad-hoc model which is based on five layered SOA architecture that can integrate all activities comprising Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Technical and Enterprise applications tools, and hence, it best suits the SME requirements. This
book covers the challenges that SMEs face to compete with large enterprises. It also compares the proposed model with traditional ERP systems and other similar approaches. It is found that the SOA model is efficient, cost-effective, and competent with similar existing solutions. There is always a need to know the scope and size of the work involved while developing a service or deriving any application from service-based model; this book will help in determining the cost and effort for such projects. KEY FEATURES - Guide to investigate series of processes/activities
(value chain activities) required in Small and Medium size Enterprises (SME). - Guide for organizations to identify which SOA infrastructure will be needed to build service-based applications for themselves. - Guide for organizations to test the SOA model in order to meet the changing on-demand business requirements and ensure high level of security and governance. - Guide to handle interoperability between different vendor infrastructures. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN The book will cover the detailed study of service-oriented model from the inception of the idea to its
final implementation. You will be able to understand the basics components of service-oriented architecture. You will learn how to develop SOA based model and will realize that most of the interoperability problems visible at the conceptual level could be overcome. The successful simulation of integration among business value chain activities by using the service-oriented methodology can be served as guidelines for researchers, system designers, and system stakeholders to obtain integrated and accuracy output information. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Anyone who is
interested to gain knowledge about the architecture of service-based model and would like to pursue research in this domain. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Service-Oriented Architecture – an Introduction 2. Review of Service-Oriented Systems 3. Research Methodologies 4. Design and Implementation of an SOA Model – A Case Study 5. Study of the inhibiting and success factors in SOA design and implementation 6. Testing of Service-Based Model
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Practices, strategies, and templates for optimizing your email use. The average business employee spends more than thirteen hours a week reading and responding to email. That’s 675 or more hours—over 28 days a year—spent on email. Wouldn’t it be nice to get some of that time back? In The New Email Revolution, Robert W. Bly Bly draws from decades of experience sending millions of emails to help you take that time
back. With this book in hand, you will be able to quickly and easily: •Find templates you can use to create emails for dozens of different situations. •Know the right wording and optimal word length for email communication. •Get recipients to read and respond to your email messages. •Understand when it is legal and not legal to send email to a person you do not know. •Incorporate photos, graphics, sound, and video
into your email messages. •Measure the deliverability, bounce rate, open rate, and response rate to every email you send. •Write clearer, more engaging, more persuasive email copy for every occasion. Get better results in less time with The New Email Revolution.
Computational and artificial intelligence Data structures Data acquisition Data processing Distributed computing Internet security Data analysis Business data processing Education Mobile learning Computer science education Computer aided instruction Electronics engineering education
Lighting Control
World War I, Spies, Secret Missions, and Hidden Facts from World War I
Your all-access guide to reaping the benefits of Salesforce.com Salesforce.com has a rapidly expanding influence over the way companies across the globe interact with their clientele. Written by Salesforce.com insiders with years of experience in customer relationship management (CRM) solutions, Salesforce.com For Dummies gives you an edge in building relationships and managing your company's sales, marketing, customer service, and support operations. You'll discover how
to organize contacts, schedule business appointments, use forecasting tools to predict upcoming sales, create accurate projects based on past performance, and so much more. A customizable, on-demand CRM solution, Salesforce.com allows businesses to organize and manage all of their customer information—leads, opportunities, contacts, accounts, cases, and solutions—in one place. Whether you're a Windows or Mac user, this down-to-earth, friendly guide shows you how to
maximize Salesforce.com's capabilities to close deals faster, gain real-time visibility into sales, and collaborate instantly. Customize the new user interface with apps, widgets, and tools Prospect leads, drive sales, and provide outstanding customer service Manage contacts, identify opportunities, and analyze your results Collaborate with colleagues using Chatter If you're new to Salesforce.com or an existing user looking for the latest tips and tricks to maximize its potential, this
friendly guide has you covered.
You're intelligent, right? So you've already figured out that Business Intelligence can be pretty valuable in making the right decisions about your business. But you’ve heard at least a dozen definitions of what it is, and heard of at least that many BI tools. Where do you start? Business Intelligence For Dummies makes BI understandable! It takes you step by step through the technologies and the alphabet soup, so you can choose the right technology and implement a successful BI
environment. You'll see how the applications and technologies work together to access, analyze, and present data that you can use to make better decisions about your products, customers, competitors, and more. You’ll find out how to: Understand the principles and practical elements of BI Determine what your business needs Compare different approaches to BI Build a solid BI architecture and roadmap Design, develop, and deploy your BI plan Relate BI to data warehousing,
ERP, CRM, and e-commerce Analyze emerging trends and developing BI tools to see what else may be useful Whether you’re the business owner or the person charged with developing and implementing a BI strategy, checking out Business Intelligence For Dummies is a good business decision.
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The everyman's guide to Modbus. Discover how a protocol born in the 1970's still remains relevant today. A practical guide to everything Modbus.
Bacnet for Field TechniciansCreateSpace
2020 International Conference on Big Data and Informatization Education (ICBDIE)
Understanding Service-Oriented Architecture
Programmer's Guide to Apache Thrift
Flame throwers, spy trees, bird bombs, and Hell Fighters were all a part of World War I, but you won't learn that in your history books! Uncover long-lost secrets of spies like Howard Burnham, “The One-Legged Wonder,” and nurse-turned-spy, Edith Cavell. Peek into secret files to learn the truth about the Red Baron and the mysterious Mata Hari. Then learn how to build your own Zeppelin balloon and mix up some invisible ink. It's all part of the true stories from the Top Secret Files: World War I. Take a look if you dare, but be
careful! Some secrets are meant to stay hidden . . . Ages 9-12
Would you like to have all in one portable, extensible, open-source platform for managing your containerized overload? Have you ever thought about making a big step into the world of automatization and technology? Or maybe, you have never heard about it but want to learn about Kubernetes as much as possible? If your answer is "Yes" to at least one of these questions, then keep reading... We are very happy to represent our most recent product: "KUBERNETES" - a complete guide to master the Kubernetes platform for
beginners and more advanced users. Kubernetes is an open-source project that has become one of the most popular container orchestration tools in the world; it allows you to deploy and manage multi-container applications on a scale. While in reality Kubernetes is most often used with Docker, the most common containerization framework, it can also operate with any container project that conforms to the Open Container Initiative (OCI) specifications for container image formats and runtime. Our mission while writing this book
was to explain and present the most recent and most important information in the simplest way possible. Let's take a look at a few things you will learn out of this book: What is Kubernetes Main reasons why you should use Kubernetes Everything you need to know about configuration management Complete guide on how to monitor Kubernetes Many many more... Now it is your turn to take action. Don't wait, scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading!
The New Email Revolution
Remote Control in Smart Homes
Technology and Applications
A complete handbook for Modbus field technicians and the beginners. This guide takes a practical approach to Modbus, discussing issues that affect installation, design and trouble shooting. Emphasis is on Modbus RS232, RS485 and TCP/IP. Additional articles and useful resources are available at www.chipkin.com
A complete handbook for BACnet field technicians and the beginners. This guide takes a practical approach to BACnet, discussing issues that affect installation, design and trouble shooting. Emphasis is on BACnet/IP and BACnet/MSTP with some special attention to RS485 issues. Additional articles and useful resources are available at www.chipkin.com
Modbus
The Ultimate Guide to Master Kubernetes
Top Secret Files
Summary Programmer's Guide to Apache Thrift provides comprehensive coverage of the Apache Thrift framework along with a developer's-eye view of modern distributed application architecture. Foreword by Jens Geyer. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Thrift-based distributed software systems are built out of communicating components that use different languages, protocols, and message types. Sitting between them is Thrift, which
handles data serialization, transport, and service implementation. Thrift supports many client and server environments and a host of languages ranging from PHP to JavaScript, and from C++ to Go. About the Book Programmer's Guide to Apache Thrift provides comprehensive coverage of distributed application communication using the Thrift framework. Packed with code examples and useful insight, this book presents best practices for multi-language distributed development. You'll take a guided tour through transports, protocols, IDL,
and servers as you explore programs in C++, Java, and Python. You'll also learn how to work with platforms ranging from browser-based clients to enterprise servers. What's inside Complete coverage of Thrift's IDL Building and serializing complex user-defined types Plug-in protocols, transports, and data compression Creating cross-language services with RPC and messaging systems About the Reader Readers should be comfortable with a language like Python, Java, or C++ and the basics of service-oriented or microservice architectures.
About the Author Randy Abernethy is an Apache Thrift Project Management Committee member and a partner at RX-M. Table of Contents PART 1 - APACHE THRIFT OVERVIEW Introduction to Apache Thrift Apache Thrift architecture Building, testing, and debugging PART 2 - PROGRAMMING APACHE THRIFT Moving bytes with transports Serializing data with protocols Apache Thrift IDL User-defined types Implementing services Handling exceptions Servers PART 3 - APACHE THRIFT LANGUAGES Building clients and servers with C++ Building
clients and servers with Java Building C# clients and servers with .NET Core and Windows Building Node.js clients and servers Apache Thrift and JavaScript Scripting Apache Thrift Thrift in the enterprise
focus on cutting edge of emerging technologies in applications in diverse areas of industrial automation
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This is a comprehensive volume on all aspects of lighting control systems. Basic introductory chapters are included for those with little or no knowledge of the basics of electricity and light or electronic components.
Salesforce.com For Dummies
Bacnet for Field Technicians
2018 IEEE 23rd International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation (ETFA)
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